
About Fleetrio  
Fleetrio from Celestial Infosoft is one of the next generation of fleet 
management software, designed particularly for corporate and business 
entities that are engaged in vehicle ownership or operating fleets. Fleetrio 
has been developed with mobility and expansiveness as its key features, so 
you will always find the perfect solution fitting your requirements for any 
business type, from delivery vehicles to trucks.  

It offers all the optimal solutions that are needed for effective and efficient 
fleet management, such as locating and tracking the vehicle, vehicle 
maintenance, fuel consumption trending and analysis, and even the 
performance of the driver. Fleetrio has user-friendly navigation and strong 
analytical tools, allowing it to monitor the proper technical state of cars, 
plan routes, and minimize expenses. It also complies with all requirements 
of legal acts. Taking advantage of modern technologies, Fleetrio improves 
fleet efficiency and durability, which consequently leads your business to 
success and higher production rates. Utilizing Fleetrio, you are sure to 
provide competent management of your fleet since the tools at your 
disposal are the most efficient.
 

Know more about Fleetrio and it services.



Fleet Management Revolution: How 
Fleetrio Transforms Business 

Operations
Thus, right fleet management might heavily resolve the challenges 
that businesses face with achieving bigger operational productivity 

while paying less overhead expenses. Traditional techniques are 
useless in today's society due to technological advancements. Fleetrio 
and its associated technologies are changing the way treatments are 

provided today.
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Key Features



Real-Time Vehicle Tracking: Check the accurate locations of your fleets 
with live tracking.



Maintenance Management: Organize and record some of the most crucial 
functions that affect the performance of your automobiles.



Fuel Management: Conserve the fuel resources that are used in the 
operations to cut on the expenses that are incurred.



Driver Management: Ensure safe and efficient ways of driving.



Route Optimization: This is creating shorter delivery times, reduced costs, 
and well-defined routes for efficient deliveries.



Detailed Reporting: Prepare specific documentation to provide more 
specifics on matters as a basis for arriving at particular decisions.



Integration Capabilities: Also, it should be compatible with ERP and CRM 
systems without needing additional integration work.
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Project Success and Stor

 Improved Fleet Efficiency: Optimized routes and reduced idle time, 
leading to improved overall fleet efficiency

 Cost Savings: Reduced fuel costs, maintenance costs, and insurance 
premiums through better fleet management practices

 Enhanced Safety: Improved driver behavior and reduced accident rates 
through real-time monitoring and analysis.




Client Reactions About Our Service



Our Client was delighted with the outcome of the project. Here’s what they 
said about working with us.



“Working with Celestial Infosoft has been an exceptional experience. 
As the CEO of Fleetrio, a fleet management software company, I was 
particularly impressed with their team’s dedication and expertise. 
They delivered our project on time, and the product exceeded our 
expectations. The AI features they implemented have proven to be 
incredibly beneficial, not just as a buzzword but as a truly 
transformative tool for our operations. I highly recommend everyone 
to try the AI features in their software.”



-John CEO of Fleetrio



Logistics operation of our client was revolutionized by the IoT-based 
efficient and effective fleet management software of our company that 
helped in real-time tracking and monitoring of the vehicles. Client 
interviews reveal the effectiveness of the software in terms of increasing 
efficiency and decreasing costs of fleets.



 

Read full project story.
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Advantages Of Implementing The System Of The 
Advanced Fleet Management
 
The implementation of such choices as Fleetrio fleet management software 
increases productivity, saves a lot of money, improves safety, and gives 
customers satisfaction.  

Why Celestial Infosoft for fleet management 
software development?
 
Optimized Applications Solutions through Celestial Infosoft always reflect 
its confirmative setting of the advanced software developments based on 
the specific requirements of the clients. We take pride in our experience 
and professionalism in order to become your preferred choice for fleet 
management.  

For more information regarding Celestial Infosoft, visit their website.
 

Upgrade your fleets now and ensure that your business utilize Fleetrio and 
improve your fleets today!



Please come to our website to get a free consultation about fleet software.  

Contact Information
 
Email: info@celestialinfosoft.com
 

Phone: +91 87801 81674
 

Website: 

This is your chance to engage with us. Join us on our multiple social media 
platforms. Just search for Celestial Infosoft and follow us.


www.celestialinfosoft.com
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